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Abstract There are many applications in aeronautical/aerospace engi-
neering where some values of the design parameters/states cannot be pro-
vided or determined accurately. These values can be related to the geometry
(wingspan, length, angles) and or to operational �ight conditions that vary
due to the presence of uncertainty parameters (Mach, angle of attack, air
density and temperature, etc.). These uncertainty design parameters cannot
be ignored in engineering design and must be taken into the optimisation
task to produce more realistic and reliable solutions. In this paper, a ro-
bust/uncertainty design method with statistical constraints is introduced to
produce a set of reliable solutions which have high performance and low sen-
sitivity. Robust design concept coupled with Multi-Objective Evolutionary
Algorithms (MOEAs) is de�ned by applying two statistical sampling formu-
las; mean and variance/standard deviation associated with the optimisation
�tness/objective functions. The methodology is based on a canonical evolu-
tion strategy and incorporates the concepts of hierarchical topology, parallel
computing and asynchronous evaluation. It is implemented for two practical
Unmanned Aerial System (UAS) design problems; the �rst case considers
robust multi-objective (single-disciplinary: aerodynamics) design optimisa-
tion and the second considers a robust multidisciplinary (aero-structures)
design optimisation. Numerical results show that the solutions obtained
by the robust design method with statistical constraints have a more reli-
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able performance and sensitivity in both aerodynamics and structures when
compared to the baseline design.

Key words Robust/Uncertainty Design �Multi-Objective �Multidisci-
plinary �UAS �Evolutionary Algorithms

1 Introduction

Unmanned Aerial Systems (UAS) are seen as the next revolution in aerospace
engineering[1]. There are many applications in UAS design where some of
design variables and system input parameters cannot be achieved exactly
due to uncertainties in physical quantities such as manufacturing tolerances,
material properties, environmental conditions including temperature, pres-
sure, velocity, etc [2] -[6]. In a conventional approach, the values for geometry
(wingspan, length, angles) and/or �ight conditions (Mach, angle of attack,
air density and temperature), and/or physical model in manufacturing sys-
tem are assumed as a constant. This conjecture can produce a solution
which has good performance at a given/constant condition however it has
unstable performance or �uctuating performance of the objective functions
at o¤-design conditions. It is crucial to avoid an over-optimised solution
in engineering design by reducing its performance sensitivity with respect
to uncertainty parameters while maintaining or increasing its performance
(reliability).
Alternative methods can be robust/uncertainty design and reliable based

design optimisation approaches that can handle uncertainty parameters [7]
-[11]. Robust design method produces designs at which the variation (sen-
sitivity) in the performance functions is minimal, while a reliable-based
design method produces designs at which the chance of failure of system
is low (reliability improvement). It is extremely desirable that the design
with both robustness and reliability using both methods to produce a set of
solutions which have low performance sensitivity and reliable performance.
This research implements a robust design method with a set of statisti-
cal (reliability) constraints to Multi-Objective (MO) and Multidisciplinary
Design Optimisation (MDO) to produce reliable solutions which have low
sensitivity and high performance while ful�lling all considered disciplines.
This paper is an extension of Lee et al. [12] where a single-disciplinary

design problem for UAS is solved by using the single-objective and the
robust design methods and their results are compared. It is also clearly
presented the bene�t of using the robust design method when compared
to the single-objective design approach. Herein, the paper focuses on the
bene�t of using a robust design with statistical constraints to solve multi-
objective and multidisciplinary design problems. The statistical constraints
which limit a minimum average performance and a maximum sensitivity
with respect to the uncertainty design parameters, are directly associated to
the �tness functions as a penalty function which will be triggered when the
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constraints are violated. Hence the solutions obtained from the optimisation
will have higher reliability.
The paper studies robust multi-objective (aerodynamics) and multidis-

ciplinary (aero-structures) design optimisation methods with statistical (re-
liability) constraints to �nd aerodynamically and structurally reliable wing
planform shapes for UAS. The methodology couples an advanced evolution-
ary optimiser; Hierarchical Asynchronous Parallel Multi-Objective Evolu-
tionary Algorithms (HAPMOEA) [14], multidisciplinary analysis tools, and
the concept of robust/uncertainty strategy (lower sensitivity) with statis-
tical constraints (reliable performance). The potential of this methodology
is illustrated through two practical test cases with increasing levels of com-
plexity. The �rst case considers a robust multi-objective (single-disciplinary:
aerodynamics) design optimisation with aerodynamic statistical constraints
to maximise an aerodynamic quality of UAS at the variable cruise con-
ditions. For the second test case, a reliability based robust multidiscipli-
nary (aero-structures) UAS design optimisation with both aerodynamic
and structural statistical constraints is conducted to maximise both aerody-
namic quality (high mean aerodynamic performance and low its sensitivity)
and structural quality (low mean load carrying structural wing weight and
low weight sensitivity) at the variable cruise conditions.
The rest of paper is structured as follows; the methodology and algo-

rithm for design optimisation are presented in Section 2. Section 3 illus-
trates analysis tools for aerodynamics and structures. Section 4 considers
two real-world design problems using reliable-based robust multi-objective
(aerodynamics) and multidisciplinary (aero-structures) design optimisation
methods. The paper concludes with a summary of numerical results for UAS
design optimisations and presents some future research avenues in Section
5.

2 Methodology

2.1 Hierarchical Asynchronous Parallel Multi-Objective Evolutionary

Algorithms (HAPMOEA)

The method couples the Hierarchical Asynchronous Parallel Multi-Objective
Evolutionary Algorithms (HAPMOEA software) [14] with several analysis
tools as shown in Figure 1.
The �gure shows the stochastic method which is based on Evolution

Strategies [15], [16]. The method incorporates the concepts of Covariance
Matrix Adaptation (CMA) [17], [18], Distance Dependent Mutation (DDM)
[16]. At the top level, the �gure illustrates implementation of the asynchro-
nous parallel computation [20], [21], multi-�delity hierarchical topology [19]
and Pareto tournament selection. At the bottom level of this �gure, the
method shows two major search operations (Mutation and Recombination)
and uses Game Strategies. The �gure at the middle level shows how the
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Fig. 1 Multi-objective evolutionary optimizer: HAPMOEA software and analysis
tools.

method coupling an evolutionary optimiser (HAPMOEA), analysis tools
and a statistical design tool that takes uncertainty. Details of HAPMOEA
and its validation can be found in reference [14], [24]. For multi-objective
optimiser, HAPMOEA is implemented since it has been validated and used
to solve complex design problems [2], [3], [13].

2.2 Robust/Uncertainty Design Method

A robust/uncertainty design technique is considered to improve the design
quality of the physical model [7]. The robust design optimisation can be
de�ned as shown in Eq. 1.

Maximisation or Minimisation f = f(x1; :::; xn; xn+1; :::; xm) (1)

where (x1; :::; xn) and (xn+1; :::; xm) represent design parameters and un-
certainty design parameters. The range of uncertainty design parameters
(xn+1; :::; xm) can also be de�ned by using two statistical functions; mean
(�x) and variance (�(x)) or standard deviation (�(x) =

p
�(x)) as part of the

Probability Density Function. The robust optimization method minimises
the variance/standard deviation (sensitivity) of the performance under un-
certain conditions. Therefore the best way is to de�ne the �tness/objective
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functions associated to these statistical formulas: the mean value ( �f : Eq:2)
and its variance (�f : Eq:3) or standard deviation (�f =

p
�(f)).

�f =
1

K

KX
i=1

fi (2)

�f =
1

K � 1

KX
i=1

(fi � �f)2 or �f =

vuut 1

K � 1

KX
i=1

(fi � �f)2 (3)

where K denotes the number of subintervals of variation of uncertainty
design parameters/states.
In this paper, the penalty function is added to the �tness functions as

shown below;

fPenalty = f (x) + rP (Ci (x)) (4)

where r is a scalar denoted as controlling parameter and P (x) is a func-
tion which imposes penalties if any given constraints Ci (x) are violated.

The purpose of penalty functions is to force the solutions to feasible
(reliable) design bounds and to add a barrier to ensure that a feasible solu-
tion never becomes infeasible. Penalty method uses a mathematical function
that will increase the �tness/objective for any given constraints violation.
For instance, Equations 2 and 3 can be written with the penalty function for
violation of the pre-de�ned mean and variance values as shown in Equations
5 and 6;

�fPenaltyi = min
�
�f
�
+ �f � Pi = fi + fi

 �� �fConstraints � fi��
�fConstraints

!
(5)

�fPenaltyi = min (�f) + �f � Pi = �fi + �fi
�
j�fConstraints � �fij

�fConstraints

�
(6)

2.3 Algorithms for Multi-Objective and Multidisciplinary Design
Optimisation

This section illustrates the algorithms used for the application of aerody-
namic/structural wing shape optimisation of Multi-mission Maritime - Un-
manned Aerial System (MM-UAS) using HAPMOEA. The overall optimisa-
tion process consists of four main steps as illustrated in Figure 2 (Algorithm
1);
Step1: De�ne the initial setup for design variables, design constraints, �ow
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conditions, �tness functions and hierarchical topology and uncertainty de-
sign parameters;
Step2: Generate a random initial population of wing geometries using Al-
gorithm 2;
Step3: Perform this step iteratively until the termination criterion has been
satis�ed. During the optimisation, the analysis model includes a precise,
intermediate and approximate layer which is chosen via the hierarchical
topology. In this step, the �tness functions are computed by analysis tool
at each layer;
Step3 � 1: Create a new population by applying mutation and recombina-
tion operations;
Step3� 2: Terminate the optimisation process if stopping criterion is satis-
�ed;
- when the prescribed number of function evaluations is reached or
- when the �tness value goes below a prescribed number or
- when the CPU time goes over the pre-de�ned value (used in this research).
Step4: Designate results such as best-so-far individuals, non-dominated in-
dividuals or the so called Pareto-front.

Figure 3 shows the algorithm for uncertainty based aerodynamic/structure
design optimisation of MM-UAS. The algorithm follows eight main steps to
evaluate this optimisation;
Step1: Obtain the information for each candidate wing given by the opti-
miser. This information includes the aerofoil/wing design variables, node ID
of hierarchical topology, aerofoil coordinates and wing grid size;
Step2: De�ne the uncertainty informations including mean design point and
o¤-design conditions which are applied in Step4. The two statistical uncer-
tainty formulas (mean and variance) are de�ned to be used in Step8;
Step3: Generate the wing geometry using aerofoil sections and wing design
variables including sweep angles, taper ratios and the crank/break positions;
Step4: Evaluate the candidate wing using aerodynamic analysis tools: FLO22
+ FRICTION at the variability of �ight conditions. Run the PSEC and com-
pute the load carrying wing structural weight;
Step4� 1: If the problem considers aerodynamic analysis only (used in Sec-
tions 4.3 and 4.4);
Step4� 2: If the problem considers structure analysis and only if Step4-1 is
done (used in Section 4.4);
Step5: Collect a set of aerodynamic characteristics (CL, CDTotal

and CM )
and wing structural weight (WWeight) the variability of �ight conditions;
Step6: Determine constraints in terms of �tness parameters from Step5. If
the constraints functions are satis�ed move to Step8;
Step7: Calculate �Penalties�if any of the constraints not satis�ed and add
them to the �tness functions;
Step8: Compute the uncertainty based �tness functions and transfer them
to Algorithm 1.
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Fig. 2 Algorithm 1: Overall evolutionary optimisation.

3 Analysis Tools for Aerodynamics and Structural Design

Two analysis tools are considered for robust multidisciplinary design opti-
misation in this work. FLO22 [22] and FRICTION [23] software are used
to compute aerodynamic characteristics on 3D wing while the Preliminary
Structural Estimation Code (PSEC) is used to analyse the load carrying
structural wing weight. The potential �ow solver used FLO22 that is im-
plemented for analysing inviscid, isentropic, transonic shocked �ow past 3D
swept wing con�gurations. Friction drag is computed by utilising the FRIC-
TION code which provides an estimate of the laminar and turbulent skin
friction drag and is suitable for use in aircraft preliminary design. Details
on the validation of FLO22 can be found in Ref. [24] where it was shown
that the results obtained by the FLO22 are in good agreement with exper-
imental data. PSEC can be used to estimate the wing structural weight by
applying fundamental structural equations [25]. PSEC calculates the wing
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Fig. 3 Algorithm 2: Robust Aero-structural optimisation.

weight based on the sectional aerodynamic forces including lift, drag, bend-
ing moment provided by FLO22.

4 Real-world Design Problems

4.1 Analysis and Formulation of Problems

The problem initially considers a baseline wing design of a Multi-mission
Maritime �Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (MM-UAV). The baseline design has
a generic wing similar to the P-8A Poseidon (Anti-Submarine Warfare Air-
craft) [26]. The wing speci�cations are obtained from reference [27]. The
wing geometry parameters are indicated in Table 1. The wing aspect ra-
tio and span length are 11.57 (AR = 11.57 ) and 34.32 m (b = 34.32 ).
The inboard and outboard sweep angles are 34� (�R�C1 = 34�) and 21�

(�C1�T = 21�) respectively with dihedral angle 6� (�Overall = 6�): The
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Table 1 Wing con�gurations.

Crank1 Crank2 �R�C1 �C1�C2 �C2�T �C1 �C2 �T
28.12 64.06 34� 21� 21� 0.60 0.41 0.22

Fig. 4 Baseline wing geometry.

Fig. 5 Baseline aerofoil sections.

crank position 1 is where nacelle is located and crank 2 is assumed the mid-
dle of outboard as shown in Figure 4. Their locations are in percentage of
semi-span (b/2 ). The coordinates of the baseline aerofoil sections at four
sections (root, crank1, crank2 and tip) are obtained from Ref. [28] as shown
in Figure 6.
A MM-UAV is a logistic long range aircraft with a mission pro�le il-

lustrated in Figure 6. The main objectives are reconnaissance, detecting
stealthy submarine and also refuelling other aircrafts or operating Un-
manned Combat Aerial Vehicles (UCAVs). This allows extending or con-
tinuing the mission pro�le of the other aircrafts or UCAVs. For MM-UAV
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Fig. 6 Mission pro�le of MM-UAV.

mission, it initially climbs up to 41,000 ft then cruises close to the operat-
ing area at M1 = 0.82 and then loiters to conduct its mission objectives
at uncertain operating condition (M1 2 [0:75 : 0:85]). Once the mission is
completed, MM-UAV cruises at M1 = 0.82 and returns to a predetermined
location.
The aircraft maximum take-o¤ weight is approximately 79,000 kg with

a maximum payload 20,240 kg. The minimum lift coe¢ cient requirement is
0.691 (CLmin = 0:691) (baseline design). The Breguet range equation 7 is
used to calculate the minimum lift to drag ratio;

R =
V1
gSFC

�
L

D

�
ln

�
WInitial

WFinal

�
=

V1
TSFC

�
L

D

�
ln

�
WInitial

WFinal

�
(7)

where R is the distance �own and V1 is the cruise velocity,
(T )SFC represents (thrust) speci�c fuel consumption,
TSFC = FF�g

Thrust = 1:07� 10
�4=s

g is the acceleration of gravity (g = 9:81m=s2),
L=D is the lift to drag ratio which is obtained by aerodynamic

analysis tool;
WMaxTO is the maximum take-o¤ weight of aircraft (WMaxTO �

79,000 kg),
WInitial is the gross weight of aircraft at the start of cruise,
WInitial =WMaxTO � 10% of WFuel = 76; 902kg,
WFuel is the fuel weight (WFuel = 21; 000kg),
WFinal is the gross weight of aircraft at the end of cruise,
WFinal =WMaxTO � 85% of WFuel = 61; 152kg;

) R = 0:82�340
1:07�10�4

�
L
D

�
ln
�
76902
61152

�
= 597

�
L
D

�
km
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Fig. 7 Mean and thickness control points at root section.

The range of baseline aircraft is 2,728 nm which requires a minimum
lift to drag ratio of 8.46. This minimum L/D ratio is applied as one of the
inequality constraints i.e. L=D@M1

� 8:46 during the optimisation.
In terms of structural aspect, the wing load-carrying structure (wing

box) consists of the wing skin, spar and inter-spar ribs are considered with
Aluminium Alloy 2024-T351: density (�) is 2,795 (kg=m3), ultimate com-
pressive strength (�Ultimate) is 37:965�106 (kgf=m2), Young�s modulus (E)
7:523�109 (kgf=m2), and a safety factor 1.5. It is assumed the rib is a solid
rectangular member. The wing structure will be evaluated by the structure
analysis code (PSEC) where the weight of wing structure is calculated as;

WWing = 2 � (WSkin +WRib +WSpar) + Penalty

where a Penalty is applied when the section stress �i obtained by the
aerodynamic analysis tool is higher than the safe ultimate compressive wing
strength (1:5 � �Ultimate).

4.2 Representation of Design Variables

For all problems in this section, four aerofoils at root, crank1, crank2 and
tip section are considered and illustrated in Figures 7 -10. Thickness design
bounds are; 25% of chord is considered for the upper thickness bounds (blue
triangles) and 10% for the lower thickness bounds (red inverse triangles).
Mean line design bounds consider �5% of chord for upper (blue circles)
and lower (red circles) bounds. The aerofoils between wing sections are
interpolated by the analysis tool FLO22.
Three taper ratios and three sweep angles are considered for the wing

geometry design variables as shown in Table 2. The wing wetted area is �xed
to maintain similar fuel capacity to the baseline design. The wing aspect
ratio (AR) and span length (b) will be recalculated by changing the taper
ratios and sweep angles.
In following section, two test cases have been considered;
Test 1: Robust Multi-Objective Design Optimisation of MM-UAS (Sec-

tion 4.3)
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Fig. 8 Mean and thickness control points at crank1 section.

Fig. 9 Mean and thickness control points at crank2 section.

Fig. 10 Mean and thickness control points at tip section.

Table 2 Design variables bounds for wing geometry.

Bounds �R�C1 �C1�C2 �C2�T �C1 �C2 �T
Lower 30� 15� 15� 0.50 0.25 0.15
Upper 40� 25� 25� 0.70 0.55 0.25
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- Maintain the external wing geometry.
- Replacement of aerofoil sections at root, crank1, crank2 and tip.
- Minimise mean and variance of inverse L/D ratio at the variability of

�ight conditions.
Test 2: Robust Multi-Disciplinary Design Optimisation of MM-UAS (Sec-

tion 4.4)
- Replacement of inboard/outboard taper ratios, sweep angles while

maintaining same wing areas.
- Replacement of aerofoil sections including root, crank1, crank2 and tip.
- Maximise both aerodynamic quality (aerodynamic performance; L=D

and its sensitivity) and structural quality (wing structural weight and its
sensitivity) at the variability of �ight conditions.

4.3 Robust Multi-Objective Design Optimisation

Problem De�nition
This test case considers the wing aerofoil sections design optimisation

of a MM-UAV using the robust (uncertainty) design method. Instead of
designing a wing at a single design point, a statistic formulations; mean and
variance at o¤-design conditions are applied to produce aerodynamically
reliable and stable models. The stopping criterion is based on a prede�ned
elapsed time (herein 150 hours) using parallelising two processors (each has
2�2.0 GHz). Five o¤-set Mach numbers are considered; M1 = 0:82 and
�M1 = 0:01581:

The problem considers two objectives where the �tness functions are
minimisation of discrete averaged (Eq. 8) and variance (Eq. 9) of the inverse
of lift to drag ratio subject to four constraints;

f1 = min

�
1

L=D

�
=
1

K

KX
i=1

1

(L=Di)

M2
1i

M1
2 + Penalty (8)

f2 = min

�
�

1

(L=D)

�

=
1

K � 1

KX
i=1

 
1

(L=Di)

M2
1i

M1
2 �

1

(L=D)

!2
+ Penalty (9)

Subject to
CGeometry: 10% � t=c � 20%;

CAerodynamics: CL@M1
= 0:691; L=D@M1

� 8:46;
CMean: f1 � 0:1008;

CV ariance: f2 � 3:0� 10�4;
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where Penalty (Eq. 4) is computed and added to the �tness functions
when any of following inequality constraints are violated;
if the thickness ratio (t=ci) is higher than 20% or lower than 10.0% of

the chord so the thickness ratio should be 10% � t=ci � 20%,
if the lift to drag ratio at the mean Mach number is lower than 8.46 so

the lift to drag ratio should be L=Di � 8:46 at mean �ight condition,
if the mean and variance values for inverse lift to drag ratio are higher

than 0.1008 and 3:0� 10�4 which are obtained by the baseline design and
equations 5 and 6 are applied for penalty function.

Design Variables
The external wing geometry is �xed as shown in Figure 4 and Table 1.

Four aerofoil sections at root, crank1, crank2 and tip are considered. There
are eighty eight design variables (4 aerofoil sections � (11 mean control
points + 11 thickness control points)) in total. The control points of mean
and thickness distribution are illustrated in Figures 7 -10.

Implementation
The FLO22+FRICTION solvers are utilised and the following speci�c

parameters are considered for the optimiser. The computation grid size for
each wing changes from 96 at the �rst layer to 68 for the second layer (inter-
mediate) and from 68 to 48 for third layer (approximate). This hierarchical
multi-population helps to make a fast exploration (third layer) and fast ex-
ploitation (�rst layer) (Note: The di¤erence in accuracy between the �rst
and third layers is less than 5%.).
- 1st Layer: Population size of 10 with a computational grid of 96 � 12

� 16 cells (Node0).
- 2nd Layer: Population size of 40 with a computational grid of 68 � 12

� 16 cells (Node1, Node2).
- 3rd Layer: Population size of 60 with a computational grid of 48 � 12

� 16 cells (Node3 ~Node6).

Numerical Results
The algorithm was allowed to run for approximately 1200 function eval-

uations and took 150 hours using two 2.0 GHz processors. The Pareto op-
timal set is compared to the baseline and a single-objective result (without
uncertainty design technique) from reference [6] as shown in Figure 11. All
Pareto members obtained by the robust design method have lower mean
and lower variance (lower sensitivity) of inverse lift to drag ratio (1/(L/D))
at variability of the �ight conditions when compared to the baseline design
and the solution obtained by single-objective design method. The inverse
triangle represents the best solution (Pareto member 1) for �tness function
1 ((1=(L=D))) while the triangle shows the best solution (Pareto member
10) for the �tness function 2 (�(1=(L=D))). Pareto members 2, 3, 4 and 5
are selected as compromised solutions for further investigation and marked
by red squares.
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Fig. 11 Pareto optmal front for Uncertainty based Multi-Objective design opti-
misation.

Table 3 Comparison of aerodynamic performance for Robust MO (Note: SO
Optimal and ParetoM represent the solution obtained by single-objective design
method and robust Pareto member).

Description Baseline SO Optimal ParetoM4 ParetoM5
1= (L=D) 0.1008 0.0824 (-18%) 0.0734 (- 27%) 0.0735 (-27%)
� (1= (L=D)) 3.0�10�4 2.4�10�4 2.078�10�4 2.075�10�4
CD

Total@M1
0.0695 0.0565 (-18.7%) 0.050 (-28%) 0.050 (-28%)

Pareto members 4 and 5 are compared to the baseline and single-objective
solution (without uncertainty design technique [6]) in Table 3. Pareto mem-
bers 4 and 5 produce 27% improvement in mean inverse lift to drag ratio
and lower variance/sensitivity. Table 3 also compares the drag coe¢ cient at
the mean design point (M1 = 0:82;CLS = 0:691). Pareto members 4 and 5
produce 28% lower drag when compared to the baseline design.
The mean and standard deviations at a range of Mach (M1 = 0:82 and

�M1 = 0.01581) obtained by the baseline design, single-objective and ro-
bust Pareto members can also be compared using Cumulative Distribution
Function (CDF) and Probability Density Function (PDF). CDF calculates
the sum of area of PDF; if the candidate reaches the value of 0.5 earlier
than others, the candidate has lower mean value. Both CDF and PDF are
normalised by dividing mean and standard deviations by the standard de-
viation of the baseline design. Figure 12 shows the CDF obtained by the
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Fig. 12 Mean comparison of 1/(L=D) using CDF at M1 = 0:82 and �M1 =
0:01581:

baseline design, the optimal from single-objective (marked as SO optimal)
and the robust compromise Pareto solutions (marked as Robust CS). It can
be seen that all solutions obtained by the single-objective and robust design
methods have lower mean inverse L/D (f1) when compared to the base-
line design. Pareto members 4 and 5 improve the mean L/D by 27% when
compared to the baseline design while the solution obtained by the single-
objective approach improves only 18%. The standard deviation (sensitivity)
can be represented by evaluating the gradient of the line between the CDF
values of 0.25 and 0.75 (the steeper slope = the lower sensitivity).
The PDF is plotted in Figure 13 to have a clear sensitivity comparison

between the baseline design, single-objective, robust design method. It can
be seen that all solutions obtained by the single-objective and robust de-
sign methods have lower sensitivity (the narrower/taller bell curve). Pareto
members 4 and 5 obtained by the robust design method have 17% of inverse
L/D sensitivity reduction when compared to the baseline design while the
solution obtained by the single-objective approach reduces the sensitivity of
L/D by only 10%. In other words, the robust design method has capabilities
to produce a set of solutions which have better performance and sensitivity
when compared to the baseline design and the single-objective optimisation
method.
Figures 14 and 15 compare the drag coe¢ cient and the lift to drag ratio

obtained by the baseline design, the single-objective and the robust design
method at a range of Mach (M1 = [0.75:0.85]). It can be seen that Pareto
members 4 and 5 have lower drag coe¢ cient with lower sensitivity (Figure
14), and higher lift to drag ratio with lower sensitivity (Figure 15) when
compared to the baseline design and optimal solution from single-objective
design.
Table 4 compares the aerodynamic quality at a range of Mach M1 =

[0.75:0.85]. Pareto members 4 and 5 are more stable not only at the mean
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Fig. 13 Sensitivity comparison of 1/(L=D) using PDF at M1 = 0:82 and
�M1 = 0:01581.

Fig. 14 CD vs. Mach for Uncertainty based Multi-Objective design optimisation.

design point but also at o¤-design conditions when compared to the single
optimum and baseline designs. Pareto members 4 and 5 also produce longer
range (R) 8,208 and 8,196 km these are about 35% increment in range
compared to the baseline design and 12% compared to the solution obtained
by the single-objective optimisation approach. The bene�ts of introducing
an robust design approach in the optimisation design process are producing
better aerodynamic performance with less sensitivity at all Mach numbers.
Figures 16 and 17 compares aerodynamic quality (M1 = 0:8 and �M1

= 0.03316) based on the mean and variance of inverse L/D shown in Table
4 using CDF and PDF. Figure 16 shows that the solutions (marked as Ro-
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Fig. 15 L=D vs. Mach for Uncertainty based Multi-Objective design optimisa-
tion.

Table 4 Comparison of aerodynamic performance at a range of Mach [0.75:0.85]
(Note: SO Optimal and ParetoM represent the solution obtained by single-
objective design method and robust Pareto member).

Description Baseline SO Optimal ParetoM4 ParetoM5
1= (L=D) 0.0703 0.0582 (-18%) 0.0532 (-24%) 0.0533 (-24%)
� (1= (L=D)) 1.0�10�3 6.0�10�4 4.7�10�4 4.7�10�4

bust CS (PM4,5)) obtained by the robust design method have 24% lower
mean inverse L/D when compared to the baseline design. Figure 17 shows
that the robust solutions reduce L/D sensitivity by 31% respect to the vari-
ability of Mach numbers when compared to the baseline design. One thing
can be noticed is that the robust solutions optimised at M1 = [0.8:0.84]
can maintain their robustness even at wider o¤-design conditions M1 =
[0.75:0.85].

4.4 Robust Multidisciplinary Design Optimisation

Problem De�nition
This test case considers the multidisciplinary (aero-structures) design

optimisation of the wing planform and aerofoil sections for a generic MM-
UAV using the robust design method with aerodynamic and structural con-
straints. The problem considers two objectives to maximise both aerody-
namic and structural qualities in terms of mean and variance at the vari-
ability of Mach numbers i.e.M1 = 0:82 and �M1 = 0:01581. The stopping
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Fig. 16 Mean comparison of 1/(L=D) using CDF at M1 = 0:8 and �M1 =
0.03316.

Fig. 17 Sensitivity comparison of 1/(L=D) using PDF at M1 = 0:8 and �M1
= 0.03316.

criterion is based on a prede�ned elapsed time (herein 150 hours) using par-
allelising two processors (each has 2�2.0 GHz). The �tness functions use
a logarithm scale due to a large di¤erence between a mean value and its
variance as shown in Table 3. The �tness functions are shown in Equations
10 and 11 subject to �ve constrains;

f1 = min (1=AQ)

= (AeroPerform_Mean + AeroPerform_Variance)

+ PenaltyAQ (10)
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fAeroPerform_Mean =
1����ln� 1
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f2 = min (1=SQ)

= (Weight_Mean + Weight_Variance) + PenaltySQ (11)
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�2�����
Subject to

CGeometry : 10% � t=c � 20%;
CAerodynamics : CL@M1

= 0:691; L=D@M1
� 8:46;

CStructures : �i � 1:5 � �Ultimate
CAQ : f1 � 0:560;
CSQ : f2 � 3:8118

where aerodynamic and structural Penalty functions are computed and
added to the �tness functions when any of following inequality constraints
are violated;
if the thickness ratio (t=ci) is higher than 20% or lower than 10.0% of

the chord so the thickness ratio should be 10% � t=ci � 20%,
if the lift to drag ratio at the mean Mach number is lower than 8.46 so

the lift to drag ratio should be L=Di � 8:46 at mean �ight condition,
if the section stress (�i) obtained by the aerodynamic analysi tool is

higher than the safe ultimate compressive strength so the section stress
should be �i � 1:5 � �Ultimate, PenaltySQ =WWingi

nFailed
nTotal

(where nFailed
and nTotal represent the number of failures out of total structural load
sections (semi-span): 30),
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if the inverse aerodynamic and structure quality values are higher than
0.560 and 3.8118 so they should be lower than 0.560 (f1 � 0:560) and 3.8118
(f2 � 3:8118) which are obtained by the baseline design.

Design Variables
Four aerofoil sections at root, crank1, crank2 and tip are considered.

There are eighty eight design variables (4 aerofoil sections � (11 mean con-
trol points + 11 thickness control points)) for aerofoil section design. The
control points of mean and thickness distribution are illustrated in Figures
7 -10. Five design variables including in and outboard sweep angles (�R�C1,
�C1�T ), taper ratios at crank1 (�C1), crank2 (�C2) and tip (�T ) sections
are considered for the wing geometry design. These values for the design
bounds are shown in Table 2. Ninety three design variables are considered
in total.

Implementation
The FLO22+FRICTION solvers are utilized for aerodynamics and PSEC

is used to estimate the load carrying structural wing weight. The following
speci�c parameters are considered for the optimiser. The computation grid
size for each wing changes from 96 at the �rst layer to 68 for the second
layer (intermediate) and from 68 to 48 for third layer (approximate). This
hierarchical multi-population helps to make a fast exploration (third layer)
and fast exploitation (�rst layer).
- 1st Layer: Population size of 10 with a computational grid of 96 � 12

� 16 cells (Node0).
- 2nd Layer: Population size of 40 with a computational grid of 68 � 12

� 16 cells (Node1, Node2).
- 3rd Layer: Population size of 60 with a computational grid of 48 � 12

� 16 cells (Node3 ~Node6).
Note: The di¤erence in accuracy between the �rst and third layers is less

than 5%.

Numerical Results
The algorithm was allowed to run for approximately 1100 function eval-

uations and took 150 hours using two 2.0 GHz processors. The resulting
Pareto front is shown in Figure 18. The Pareto front is zoomed in Section-
A. It can be seen that all Pareto (non-dominated) solutions produce better
aerodynamic and structural quality when compared to the baseline design.
The black inverse triangle represents the best solution (Pareto member1)
for the aerodynamic quality while red normal triangle shows the best solu-
tion (Pareto member 10) for the structural quality. The red squares indicate
compromised solutions (Pareto members 5 and 6).
Pareto members 1 (best solution for �tness 1: aerodynamic quality), 5,

6 and 10 (best solution for �tness 2: structural quality) are selected and
compared to the baseline design in terms of aerodynamic and structural
quality in Table 5. Pareto members 5 and 6 are selected for further evalu-
ation as compromised solutions. Pareto members 5 and 6 produce only 3%
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Fig. 18 Pareto optimal front for Uncertainty based Multidisciplinary design op-
timisation.

Table 5 Aero-Structural quality comparison for robust multidisciplinary design
optimisation (Note: ParetoM represents current Pareto member).

Objectives Baseline ParetoM1 ParetoM5 ParetoM6 ParetoM10
1/AQ 0.556 0.537 0.5406 0.5408 0.543

(-3.4%) (-2.7%) (-2.7%) (-2.3%)
1/SQ 2.949 2.608 2.539 2.537 2.526

(-11.5%) (-14.0%) (-14.0%) (-14.3%)

improvement in aerodynamic quality while producing 14% weight reduction
for the structural quality.
Table 6 and Figure 19 compare the wing geometry of Pareto members

and the baseline design. It can be seen that wing aspect ratio and span
length are increased by 18% and 8% respectively to maintain the wing
wetted area. The taper ratios at crank2 and tip indicate similar value of the
baseline design while 6.6% decrement of taper ratio is observed at crank1.
All Pareto members are swept back 1 to 2 degrees more when compared to
the baseline design for the sweep angles.
Figures 20 �22 compare the drag coe¢ cient, the lift to drag ratio and the

wing weßight at a range of Mach (M1 = [0.75:0.85]) obtained by this cur-
rent optimisation (aero-structures: denoted by Robust-AS), the results from
robust single-disciplinary (aerodynamics: denoted by Robust-A) approach
(Section 4.3) and the baseline design. It can be seen that both the robust
aero-structural and robust aerodynamic design methods produce lower drag
and higher L/D when compared to the baseline design. Even though the ro-
bust aerodynamic solutions from Section 4.3 produce lower drag and higher
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Table 6 Optimal wing con�gurations obtained by robust multidisciplinary opti-
misation (Note: ParetoM represents current Pareto member).

Con�gurations Baseline ParetoM1 ParetoM5 ParetoM6 ParetoM10
b 34.32 37.45 36.84 36.77 36.92
AR 11.57 14.03 13.58 13.53 13.64

�R�C1 34.03� 36.23� 36.04 � 36.05 � 36.08�

�C1�T 21.38� 22.55� 22.27 � 22.25 � 22.28�

�C1 0.60 0.57 0.56 0.56 0.56
�C2 0.41 0.40 0.42 0.42 0.418
�T 0.22 0.222 0.222 0.222 0.222

Fig. 19 Optimal wing geometries obtained by robust multidisciplinary design
optimisation.

L/D along the Mach numbers, the robust aero-structural solutions produce
lower wing weight and lower weight sensitivity as shown in Figure 22.

Table 7 also compares the aerodynamic and structural qualities obtained
by the baseline design, the robust single-disciplinary (Robust-A: Section 4.3)
and the robust multidisciplinary (Robust-AS) at a range of Mach (M1 =
[0.75:0.85]). Pareto members 4 and 5 from Section 4.3 indicate a higher aero-
dynamic quality while their structural qualities are similar to the baseline
design. Pareto members 5 and 6 obtained by this robust multidisciplinary
design on the other hand improves both aerodynamic and structural qual-
ities by 5.3% and 13% respectively under uncertain �ight conditions when
compared to the baseline design. It is clearly shown that the robust aero-
structural design method produces higher aerodynamic performance and
lower aerodynamic sensitivity when compared to the baseline design while
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Fig. 20 CD vs. Mach for robust multidisciplinary design optimisation.

Fig. 21 L=D vs. Mach for robust multidisciplinary design optimisation.

having lower wing weight and weight sensitivity when compared to both the
baseline design and the robust aerodynamic solutions.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, the robust design method with statistical constraints coupled
to multi-objective evolutionary algorithms has been demonstrated and it is
implemented to solve single-disciplinary multi-objective and multidiscipli-
nary design optimisation for Unmanned Aerial System. Numerical results
show that the solutions obtained by the robust design approaches with sta-
tistical constraints have improvement on both aerodynamic and structural
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Fig. 22 Weight vs. Mach for robust multidisciplinary design optimisation.

Table 7 Optimal wing con�gurations obtained by robust multidisciplinary op-
timisation (Note: RA-PM and RAS-PM represent Pareto members obtained in
Sections 4.3 and 4.4).

Quality Baseline RA-PM4 RA-PM5 RAS-PM5 RAS-PM6
Aerodynamic 0.5213 0.4705 0.4705 0.4935 0.4941
Quality (-9.8%) (-9.7%) (-5.3%) (-5.2%)
Structural 2.8768 2.8082 2.8081 2.5111 2.5109
Quality (-2.4%) (-2.4%) (-13.0%) (-13.0%)

design quality in terms of their reliable performance and its robustness with
respect to uncertainty design parameters. In addition the method o¤ers a set
of reliable designs to the design engineer for solving particularly aerospace
single or multipoint/multidisciplinary design problems.
Future test will focus on the 3D practical test using high �delity analysis

tools and the use of game-strategies such as a hierarchy Nash and Hybrid-
Game (Global/Pareto + Nash) to save computational cost.
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